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33350 A

lA
PRONUNCIATION OF JAPANESE—

i

Recorded by Kaku Jimbo

Professor of General Linguistics and Japanese

Phonetics at the Tokyo University of Science

and Literature.

i

VOWELS AND THEIR PHONETIC EXERCISE

Japanese Vowels: There are not more than five

vowels in the pronunciation of the standard

Japanese language and all the other sounds are

made by the combination of these five vowels

and the consonants. They are [i] [e] [a]

[o] and [u]. When compared with English

sounds with which the reader is familiar, these

five vowels are as follows

:

[i] like i in machine, but short.

[e] like e in pen, but short.

[a] like a in father, but short.

[o] like o in board without r but short.

[u] like oo in moon, but short.

The following diagram and pictures show the

position and height of the tongue and the proper

opening of the lips when the vowels are pronounced

correctly.



EXERCISE

There is a pause after each vowel so that the

student can learn the correct pronunciation by

imitating the sound of each model during the

pause.

RECORD

i) (e) a) o) (u)
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The student isjadvised to pronounce each vowel

distinctly. Such sounds as a&, a, etc. do not exist in

the standard Japanese pronunciation.

ii gojuiwn (Japanese Syllabaries)

Japanese boys and girls are taught " Gojuuon or

Syllabaries, in primary schools, by which they learn

to write "Katakana," one kind of the Japanese

letters which was derived from the abbreviated or

cursive style of Chinese characters. Gojuuon con-

sists of ten groups. The basic group consists of

the five vowels referred to in the previous exercise.

Further groups are formed by adding a consonant

to the basic vowels. These ten groups are made

complete by adding [n] at the end.

RECORD

a 1 U e o

ka ki ku ke ko

sa shi SU se so

ta chi tsu te to

na ni nu ne no

ha hi fu he ho

ma mi mu me mo

ya 1 e yo
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ra y ri ru v re n ro

wa i u e f o

*n

In the standard pronunciation and , and

, and and are pronounced in the same way,

though the characters are different, so that viewed

phonetically this table of Katakana includes only

47 different syllables.

Consonants are approximately like those in

English.

e.g. sh—in she

ch in church

j in joy

g—ng in sing

RECORD

Sonants or Voiced Sounds

ga gi gu ge go

or ga gi gu ge go

(g=ng in sing)

za ji

da ji

ba bi

p-sounds

pa Mo pi o pu pe po



-
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The five sounds, gi, gu, ge, go, when pronounced

in a word from and after the second syllable, should

be pronounced as nga, ngi, ngu, ngo. For the

phonetic explanation of these sounds in Katakana,

o o o o o are used.

[n] stands for a variety of nasals according to

the following consonants,

m before p, b, m,

n before t, d, n.

I

ng before k, g, ng.

ft an imperfect ng. i.e. ng with imperfect

closure at the back of the tongue and tjie

soft palate.

*
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B ,
PRONUNCIATION OF JAPANESE-a

iii : 3

S

PHONETIC EXERCISE WITH WORDS

i u stand for " unvoiced " vowels.

me eye

mimi ear

hana nose

kuchi mouth

atdmd head

yubi finger

te hand
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sens" fan

booshi cap, hat

geta wooden foot-wear

(wooden clogs)

ki tree

zoori sandals

eda branch

ha leaf

ne root

hand flower
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kuki stem

Mm spring

natsti summer

f 6kt autumn
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sora sky

dsa morning

htru day-time

3 yoru night

gozen fore-noon (a.m.)

go^o afternoon (p.m.)

cntchi father

hctha mother

dni elder brother

am elder sister

oiooto younger brother

imooto younger sister

oji uncle

oba aunt

Note on Accent (') " Accent " in Japanese is a

difference in the pitch of voice, so-colled pitch-

accent " or " word tone." ' shows the syllable with

higher pitch than the rest of the word.

Unmarked words . hand) are those with

practically even or level pitch.
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A

THE FIRST COURSE IN THE STUDY OF

THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE

A)

S

Japanese Sentence Formulas

i

( >%y>

X

hoh'^a arimasu kami-ga arimasu

[hon-^a]

[artmdsu]

[kami-ga]

[arimasu]

MEANING

Hon means " book." Ga is a particle, or post-

position, showing that hon which preceeds it is in

the nominative case. Arimasu is for " is," and hon

ga arimasu means " There is a book."
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Note : Japanese nouns and pronouns make no

inflexion and when they are used as a subject word

either ga nga or wa follows it, and when used

as an object word, either o or - ni follows it, as

" postposition."

No article is used in the Japanese language, and

hon can be used for " a book," " books ,, " the book
,

or " the books."

Kami means " paper ,' or " a sheet of paper , or

" sheets of paper." Kami ga arimasu means either

" There is a sheet of paper," or " There are sheets

of paper."

In spoken Japanese, at the end of a sentence

usually becomes voiceless, and arimasu is pro-

nounced as arimaSy dropping the final vowel. In

the record, when it is pronounced as a word and

not a part of a sentence, is pronounced with u

{su and not as s only).

To specify a vowel which should not be sounded,

o will be put under it
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hito-^a imdsH

t

MEANING

Hiio means " man., Imasu is ust like "arimasu,"

but imasu is used with animate things in the mean-

ing of existence, while arimasu is used with

inanimate things in the same meaning.

inti-ga imasu

nito-ga

imasu

inu-ga

imasu
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Hito-ga imasu therefore means " There is a man,"

or " There are men." As was explained before

there is no inflexion for singular and plural

numbers in Japanese nouns.

Inu means " dog." Inu^a imasu means either

\/)kk mdsu]

MEANING

Nezumi means " rat." Nigemasu is for " run

away." Neko means " cat." Okkakemasu means
•' run after."

Nezumi-ga nigemasu

neko'ga okRdkemdsu

[nezumtj

[ni^emasuj

[neko]
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A

tishi-ga neie itndsu

kodomo-ia asonde imdsu

[ushi]

l_nete imdsu]

[kodomoj

[fl5^^«d^-l>«iiS«]

MEANING

Ushi is the general term for a cow or an ox, or

cows or oxen. Neteimasu is equivalent to "is

lying down."

Here ushi-ga neie imasu means " A cow is lying

down."
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A

Kodomo is either for a child or for children.

Asonde imasu is eiquivalent to " is (or are) playing,

or at play/'

hoh-ga ar'tmasuka

inu'^a imdsuka

ushi-ga nete imdsuka

kodomo-ga asdndi imdsuka
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[arimds^ka]

[tmdskka]

[nete imasuka]

[flisf^ii^ imdsuka]

Hon ga arimasuka is an interrogative form of

hon ga arimasu. In the Japanese interrogative

sentence neither the position of a verb is changed

nor any interrogative pronoun is used as in the

English sentences, but in the very last the

particle ka is inserted. Interrogative sentences are

usually pronounced by raising the intonation of the

last word, same as in English.

Hon ga arimasu-ka—Is there a book

Inu ga imasu-ka—ls there a dog

Ushi ga nete imasu-ka—Is the cow lying down ?

Kodomo ga asonde imasu-ka—Are the children

playing (at play )

3

hdi, arimasu

ii€ arimdseh

inti-ga imdsuka

.
kami-ga arimasuka
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hat, imds^

tte, tmdseh

neko-^a okkdke-mdsuka

hdi, okkdke-mdsu

tie, okkdke-mdseh

kodomo-^a asdnde imdsuka

Mi, asdnde imdsu

iiey asdnde tmdsen

\hdt\

[tie]

[arimdseh]

[imdseh]

[asdnde tmasenj
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MEANING

Kami-ga arimasuka. " Is there (any) paper

"

Hai, arimasu. " Yes, there is." (subject word

kami is omitted.)

lie, arimasen. No, there isn't, (subject word

kamt IS omitted.)

Inu-ga imasuka. Is there a dog

Hai, imasu. Yes, there is. (subject word inu

is omitted.)

lie, imasen. No, there isn't, (subject word inu

is emitted.)

Neko-ga okkakemasuka. Does the cat run after

Hai, okkakemasu. Yes, it does, (subject word

neko is omitted.)

lie, okkakemasen. No, it doesn't, (subject

word neko is omitted.)

Kodomo-ga asonde tmasu-ka. Are the children

playing

hat, asonde imasu. Yes, they are. (at play)

(subject word kodomo is omitted.)

lie, asonde imasen. No, they are not. (subject

word kodomo is omitted.)

kami-ga arimdshita

hiio-ia imdshita

\
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nezumt-ga nige-mashtta

ndko-^a okkake-mdshita

ushi'ga nete imdshita

koaomo-ga asonde tmdshita

[artmdsntta\

[tmdsntta]

[ni^emdshitaj

[okkake-mdshita]

[nete imdshita]

[asonde imdshita]

MEANING

Arimashita is the past tense of arimasu. All

verbs are inflected as mashita in the past tense.

Kami ga arimashita. There was a sheet of paper.

Hito-ga imashita. There was a man.

Nezumi-ga nigemashita. The rat ran away.

Neko-ga okkakemashita. The cat ran after.

Ushi-ga nete imashita. The cow was lying down.

Kodomo-ga asonde imashita. The children were

playing, (at play)
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Japanese Sentence Formulas

2

otdosah'Wa hon-o yonde-tmasu

okdasan-wa ktmono-o nutie-tmasu

[otoosah-wa]

[h6fM>]

[yondeimdsu]

[okdasanwa]

[kiinono-o\

[nutte-imdsul
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MEANING

Neesan-wa piano-o hiRtmashita.

The elder sister played the piano.

Imooto-wa uta-o utaimashita.

The younger sister sang a song,

[weesflw] elder sister

piano

{cf.

)

[hikitnashita] played

Note The root (innnitive) form of hikimashita

is hiku. In everyday conversation, hiku is inflected

* to hikimasu for the present tense and hikimashita

for the past tense. All verbs are inflected as

mashita in the past tense. The Japanese verbs

have no such forms as the present perfect tense, the

past perfect tense, and the like. The inflexion

mashita in the past tense is used for the present

perfect tense and also for the past perfect tense.

The root form of utaimashita is utau.

This record has been made by students actually bom and

educated in Tokyo

Mr. Tashiro Takizawa Miss Kimi Yoshidd

Mr. Toshio Sakai Miss Taka Kaneko

under the supervision of Prof. K. Jimbo.
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iii

takat yamd-^a arimdsu

odkii kawd-ga arimdsu

[yamaj

^ Itakdiyamd]

[m;

1 [00 It kawa]

MEANING

Takai yama-ga arimasu.

There is a high mountain.

Ookii katva-ga arimasu.

There is a large river.

[/!'] high {adjective).

[jvfim] mountain

a high mountain

[tw//] big or large {adjective)

[flu;] river
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a large river

Note : The position oi the Japanese adjectives

in a sentence is just like the English adjectives.

They are inserted before the nouns and pronouns

and modify them.

kodomo-no kutsti-ga arimdsuka

hdiy arimasu

otona no boosht-ga arimdsuka

tie, arimasen
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[kutsu]

[koaomo-no kutsu]

[arimdsuj

[otona-no booshi]

[arimdseh]

MEANING

Kodomo-no kutsu-ga arimasuka.

Are there children's shoes

(or Have you children's shoes )
kodomo-no kutsu children's shoes

" children's or " of children

("child's" or " of child

otona-no booshi men's hats or caps

man, men, or grown-ups (male)

Note : w^Hs a particle following a noun or

pronoun, expressing the possessive case. In English

for some nouns apostrophe s (s) is used, while in

Japanese no such mark is used.

Hai, arimasu. Yes, there are. (or Yes, we have.)

Otona-no booshi-ga arimasuka. Are there men's

hats?

lie, arimasen. No, there are not. (No, we have

not.)
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andta-wa nant-o shtte tmasuka

watashi-wa hoh-o yonde-tmasu

ano ntto-wa dare-desuka

watashi-no imooto-desu

\ndnt-o]

[shite imdsuka]

[ano hito]

[ddre-desuka]

Itmooto-desu}
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MEANING

Anata-wa nani o shite-imasuka.

What are you doing

Watashi-wa hon-o yonde-imasu.

I am reading a book.

i4w hito~wa dare desuka.

Who is she

Watasm no imooto desu.

She is my younger sister. (Younger sister of

mine.)

anata " you ".

m; a particle, postposition, showing the

preceeding " you " is in the nominative case.

-

nani " what '

o a particle, postposition, showing that the

preceeding "what is in the objective case.

shite-imasu " is doing," " are doing,"

" am doing

a particle showing that this sentence

is interrogative.

tuatashi " I

"T ano " that

hito " man " person

Ano hito here means " she," but it may be

used for " he too.

dare " who

desti "is
todtashi-no " my
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Note : In tvatashi-no imooto desu, the subject

word is omitted. In English, however, it should be

as " She is my younger sister."

VI

andta-no niisah-wa doko-e ikimdshitaka

gakkoo-e tkimdshiia.

itsu kaeri-mdsuka

yuugata kderu-deshoo.
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[d6ko-e\

Itki-mdshttaka]

[gakkoo-e]

[iki-mdshitd]

[itsu]

[kaeTt-tnasukal

[yuugaia]

[kderu-deshoo]

MEANING

Anata-no niisan-wa dokoe ikimashitaka. -

Where did your brother go

Gakkoo e ifttmashita.

He went to school.

Note : The Japanese verbs have not any such

forms as the present perfect tense, the past perfect

tense, and the like. The inflexion mashita in the

past tense is used for the present perfect tense and

also for the past perfect tense. These two sentences

may be past, present perfect, or past perfect, and

Gakkooe ikimashita may be either one of the follow-

ing three.

He went to school.

He has been to school.

He had been to school.

It is also for " He is gone to school."
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Itsti kaerimasuka.

When will he be back

Yuugata kaerudeshoo.

He will probably be back in the evening.

- anata-no niisan " your elder

brother

doko e " where

ikimashita past or past particle of

ikimasu " go

gakkoo " school

e a particle following a noun or pronoun,

meaning " to " in or " at."

itsu " when

kaerimasti " be back," " come back

yuugata " evening," (" in the evening

or " toward evening )

Note : Yuugata here is used as an adverb, mean-

ing " in the evening."

E kaerudeshoo "will be back

"

" will come back

Note : Shoo is an auxiliary verb in the future

tense.

kaeru is an infinitive verb and de acts as a con-

junction.
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THE FIRST COURSE IN THE STUDY

OF THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE

A
EASY SENTENCES—

I

Iroha syllabaries

The Japanese uses two sets of characters besides

a lot of Chinese characters which they imported

from China many hundred years ago. One is

katakana which we used in the first and the

second records, and the other is hiragana, which is

more commonly used at present. Hiragana is also

called iroha taking the first three characters.

ro ha ni ho he to

chi ri nu ru wa ka

yo ta re so tsu ne na

<

ra mu u i no o ku

\1 w

ya ma ke fu ko e te
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a sa ki yu me mi shi

e hi mo se su

ii fMru] SPRING

atdtdkdi hdru

hdru-wa atdtdkdi

atdtdkat hdru-^a kimdshita

kireena hand-^a saite imdsu

tort'ga ureshisdo-ni utatte imdsu

;r

koaomotachi-mo omdshirdsoo-ni asdndi imdsu
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MEANING

atatakai {adjective) warm.

haru spring (season).

atatakai haru warm spring.

Haru wa atatakai Spring is warm. (It is warm

in Spring.)

Atatakai haru ga kimashita Warm spring has

come. '

Note : Kimashita is the present perfect tense of

kimasu " come." It is also used for the past tense.

Kireena hana ga suite imasu Beautiful flowers

are blooming.

Note : kireena " beautiful "
: hana " flower."

Tori ga ureshisoo-ni utatte imasu. Birds are sing-

ing joyfully.

Note : Tori also means " fowls." The original

form of ureshisaoni is ureshii meaning " joyful , or

" joyous."

Kodomotachi mo omoshirosooni asonde-imasu.

Children are also playing (happily).

Note : Kodomotachi specify the plural number

of kodomo. Mo is a particle following nouns or

pronouns or verbs or adjectives, or adverbs, mean-

ing " also or " too." The original form of omo-

shirosooni is o shiroL
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iii [wflfeji] SUMMER

atstii natsu

natsu-wa atsut

kuroi kumo-ga dete ktmdshita

dtan-^a usu^uraku narimdshtta

suzushtt naze- a fuite Rtmashita

;£

kitto yuudacnt'^a kurudeshoo

MEANING

atsut {adjective) hot

natsu summer

Kuroi kumo-ga dete kimashita. Dark clouds have

appeared.

Note : Kuroi means " dark or " black." The

present tense of deiekimashita is detektmasu.

Atari-ga usuguraku narimashita. It has grown

dusky all about.

Note : Atari means " surroundings," " about

or " near," and usuguraku "gloomy," " dim,"
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"dusky." The present form of narimashita is

narimasu.

Suzushii kaze-ga fuitekimashita. A cool wind has

begun to blow.

Note : Suzushii means " cool," and kaze " wind."

Fuitekimashita is a combination of fuku (" blow )
and kimashita (" began or " has begun .

Kitto yuudachi-ga kurudeshoo. It will certainly

shower.

Note : Kitto means " to be sure," " surely," and

yuudachi " shower." Kurudeshoo is a future form of

kuru adding a suffix shco.

tatsoo suzushiku nanmdshHa

kyoo-wa yot otenki desu

iv [dki\ AUTUMN

suzushtt dm

akt-ni narimashita

dkt-wa suzushit

yama-e asobt-ni trdssndtmdsenka
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MEANING

Aki-ni narimashita. "Autumn has come." or " It

is autumn now."

Note : Aki-ni naru means " become autumn

ni naru is an incomplete verb just like

"become or " grow."

Taisoo suzushiku narimashita. It became very

cool.

Note : Taisoo is an adverb equivalent to " very

or " very much."

Kyoo-wa yoi otenki-desu. It is fine weather to-

day.

Note : Kyoo'wa means " today." Yoi or ti is an

adjective very often used meaning " good," " fine,"

"
nice," " splendid," etc.

In this sentence is used instead of , and it is

pronounced as wa and not ha. In the previous two

records we used the kanas exactly according to

their proper pronunciation, but in the ordinary

written Japanese somewhat different spellings are

used at present.

Yama e asobi-nt trasshai-masenka. Would you not

go to mountains for pleasure

Note : e is a postposition just like an English

preposition "to." asobi-ni literally means "(in

order) to play," but yama e asobi ni is just like the

English "go for a picnic." Irasshai is a polite

imperative form of iku " go," and irasshaimasenka
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is equivalent to the English " Would you not like to

go……"

V 1/—]

samut juyu

fuyu-wa samui

samut ni desune

dsa-nara yuki-ga futte imdsu

no-mo yatnd-mo shiroku narimdsnita

bam-mdde-niwa yohodo isumoru-deshoo

MEANING

Samui hi desu ne. Cold day, isn't it

Note : Samui means " cold,, and hi means

" day." Desu ne is just like " isn't it in English.

Asakara yuki-ga futte-itnasu. From the morning,

it is snowing.

Note : Asa means " morning and kara means

"from" or "since." Yuki means snow. The
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original form of futte is furu meaning " fall." Yuki

ga futte-imasu may be translated as "snow is

falling."

No-mo yama-mo shiroku narimashita. Both

mountains and fields have grown (become)

white.

Bam-madeniwa yohodo tsumorudeshoo. By even-

ing, it will pile up quite a lot.

vi NUMERALS

hiiotsu fytdtsii mittsu yottsu itsutsu

muttsu nandtsu yattsu kokdnotsu too

ichi ni sah shi go

roku shichi hachi ku juu

This record has been made by students actually born and

educated in Tokyo
Mr. Toshiro Takizawa Miss Kimi Yoshida

Mr. Toshio Sakai Miss Taka Kaneko

under the supervision of Prof. K. Jimbo.
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III B

EASY SENTENCES—

2

isukue no uem ndni-ga arimdsuka.

Hon-to empitsu-ea-arimdsu.

J

hon-wa nansatsu arimdsuka.

issatsu nisatsu sdnsatsu shisatsu, minndde shisatsu

artmdsu.

jtLmpitsu-wa ndmoon arimdsuka.

-.
j
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u

J

Ippon nihon sdmbon shihon gonon roppon shfchikon

hachihon kuhon juppon, minndde juppon arimdsu.

MEANING

Tsukue no ueni naniga arimasuka.

What is there on the desk

Note : Ue or ueni means " on , or " upon," and

no and ni are used as connectives.

Hon to empitsus-ga arimasu.

There are books and pencils.

Note : To is a particle following a noun or pro-

noun meaning " and in the case of enumerating

nouns or pronouns.

Hon-wa nansatsu arimasuka.

How many books are there

Note : In counting things different numerals are

used in Japanese, and books are counted by

satsu. Nansatsu means how many (books).

Issatsu nisatsu sansatsu shtsatsu, minnade shisatsu

arimasu.

{counting) One, two, three, four; there are

four books in all.

Empitsu-wa nambon arimasuka.

How many pencils are there

Ippon nihon sambon shihon gohon roppon sntchihan

hachihon kuhon juppon, minnade juppon arimasu.

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight.
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nine, ten there are ten pencils in all.

Note : Pencils are counted by hon which,

according to the previous sounds, changes to pon

or bon. Anything long and thin like pencils

and sticks are counted by adding htm.

Rtngo-ga muttsu ari-

mdsu. Mtkan-ga mtttsu

artmdsu.

^^
'

Kodomo-^a hachi-

mn tmasu. OtoRo-

noko-ga gonin de

onndnokq-Qa sanntn

desu.
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Neko-ga roppiki

tmdsu. Gdhikiwa

koneko desu.

t£

Hagaki-to kitte-ga ari-

mdsu. Hagaki'ga sdm-

mai, kitte-ga shfchimai desu.

MEANING

Ringo-ga muttsu arimasu. Mikanga mittsu arimasu.

There are six apples. There are three oranges.

{Literally : As to apples there are six. As to

oranges, there are tliree.)

Note : Fruits are usually counted as follows

:

hitotsu, futatsu, etc.

Kodomo-ga hachinin imasu. Otokonoko-ga gonin de

onnanoko-ga sannin desu.

There are eight children five Cof them) are

boys and three are girls.
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{Literahy As to boys there are five, and as to

girls there are three.)

Note : Men, women and children are counted

as follows : hitoriy futari, etc. This is given at the

the end of this lesson.

Neko-ga roppikt tmasu. Gohiki wa koneko desu.

There are six cats, t ive (of them) are kittens.

Note : Animals, not so large in size, are counted

by adding hiki, which is pronounced piki ac-

cording to the previous sounds.

Hagakt-to kitte-ga arimasu. Hagakiga sammai, kitte-ga

shichimai desu.

There are postcards and postage stamps. As

to postcards there are three, and as to postage

stamps there are seven.

Note : Cards or stamps and the like, made of

paper, are counted by adding mai. The pro-

nunciation is always mai.

hitort futari sannin yontn gonin

rokunin sh;c/untn hachimn kunin jtiuntn

nihiki sdmbikt shihiki gohiki

roppiki shichinikt hachihiRt ktihikt juppiki
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tchimat nimai sdmmat yomai gomai

.
rokumai shichtmai hachimat kumai juumai

Note : …… 25 are Chinese

characters which are very commonly used in Japan.

Their pronunciation sometimes differs according to

the other characters they are combined, e.g. hiki

(nihiki) piki (ippikt), but is always pronounced

nin and always mai.

Andta no kdzoku-wa ndnnin desuko.

:£ :£

:£ ;£ :£ £ t£
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'

Waiasht-no kazoku-wa mtnnade hachintn desu.

Ojiisan-to, otoosan-to, okdasan-io, ntisan-to, neesan-to,

otooio-to, imooto desu.

Ojiisan-wa oikutsu desuka.

'

Kotoshi shichijuuku desu. Obaasan wa kyonen

nakundrimdshita.

Otoosan-wa oiRutsu desuka.

t£ :

£

'

otoosan-wa gojuutchi-de okaasan-wa shijuuhachi

desu. Niisah-wa mjuugo de ima Kyooto-m imdsu.

Neesan-wa ntjuuichi, otooto-wa juiiroku de imooto-wa

juuicM desu.

juuichi juuni juman juiishi jtiugo

juuroku juuskicki juuhdcht juukk nijuu
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sdnjuu shtjiiu gojuu rokujuu shichijicu

hachijuu kujuu hyaku sen man

MEANING

Anata-no kazokti-wa nanmn aesuka.

How many people are there in your family

Note : Kazoku here means " members of a

family." Anata-no is used as the possessive case of

anata " you."

Watashi-no kazoku-wa minnade hachinin desu.

The members of my family are eight in all.

ojttsan " grandfather

niisan " elder brother

neesan " elder sister

otooto " younger brother

imooto " younger sister

Ojttsan wa oikutsu desuka.

How old is your grandfather

Note : Oikutsu is a term of respect for ikutsu

meaning " how many."

Kotoshi smchtjuuku desu.

He is seventy-nine years old this year.

Note : Kotosnt means " this year," and the sub-

ject word ojiisan is omitted in this sentence.

Obaasan-wa kyonen nakunarimashita.

Grandmother died last year.
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Note : Kyonen means " last year." Nakunari-

mashita [passed away) is a polite way of expressing

shinda meaning " died."

Otoosan-wa oikutsu desuka.

How old is your father

Otoosan-wa gojuuichi de okaasan-wa shijuuhachi desu.

Father is fifty-one (years old) and mother is

forty-eight.

ISiitsan-wa nijuugo de ima Kyooto ni tmasu.

Elder brother is twenty-five and is now in

Kyooto.

Neesan wa nijuuichi, oiooto wa juuroku de imoto wa

juuichi desu.

Elder sister is twenty-one, younger brother is

sixteen and younger sister is eleven.

From this record on, we use a different kanazukai

(writing in kana) which was very recently es-

tablished by the Rinji-kokugo chosakai under the

Ministry of Education. In the previous two records

we wrote just as it is pronounced, but by this

kanazukai. and as postposition are used

instead of and though they are pronounced

same as wa and e.
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THE FIRST COURSE IN THE STUDY

OF THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE

IX

FUNDAMENTAL EXERCISE

IN CONVERSATION—

I

(i)

-
Lrood morning

Good morning

Fine weather to-day,

isn't it?

Yes, it is. (Excel-

lent )

Note : Ohayoo is a word of greeting used when people meet

in the morning. li means '" good," " fine," " lovely," " nice," etc.

Hontom means " quite true," " you are right," etc.

:£

Good day

Good day

How it rains

Yes, really unagree-

able weather.

Note : Konmchhua is a word of greeting used on meeting m
the daytime. Furimasu is a verb for " rain."
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Good evening

Good evening

It is getting quite

cool, isn't it?

Yes, it is. It has

become quite cool.

Note: Daibu or daibun means "quite," " greatly," "con-

siderably." Taiso is of nearly the same meaning, but is used to

emphasize a little more.

b

e

It IS already ten

o'clock. Won't you

go to bed?

Then excuse me.

Good ni^t.

Good night.

Note : Moo means " already " " now." Hours are counted as

follows : icMji, niji, sanji and so on. Oyasummasai is either " go

to bed " or " Would you not like to go to bed " It can afeo be

used to mean " Good night

"A

I will go

You are go.
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When will you be

back

I shall be back in

the evening.

Note : Ittemairimasu is a conventional word used when one

i leaving, and itteirasshai is said by one when seeing another off.

( {knoc/is at the door)

Yes, come in.

Excuse me. (May t

enter into the

room )
Oh, is it you?

Yes, aren't you very

busy? (Yes, hope

you're not too

busy.)

No, please, sit down.

Note : Osaskitsukae arimasenka means "Aren't you busy?'

Is that all right " " May I come in

"

' I haven't seen you

for a long time.
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Are the members ot

your family all

well?

Yes, they are, thank

you.

Note : Shibarakndeshita literally means " It is a long time

(since I saw you last) and gobtisata itashimashita means " I did

neither see you nor write to you all the while."

'
What time (o'clock)

IS it, now?

It is ten o'clock.

O, ten o'clock al-

ready I was

thinking it was

about nine o'clock

yet.

Note : The original form of omotte is omou meaning " think."

Mada means " yet " or " as yet." It also means " still " in other

to

)

I must be going. (I

must say good-

bye.)

O, are you going al-

ready?
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'

Please give my re-

gards to your

family.

Thank you. Good-

bye.

Good-bye.

Note : Dewa, hai, here are not necessarily translated. They
are only conventionally used.)

^

It has become very

darK. Surely it

will rain. (It is

sure to rain.)

That's too bad. I

have not brought

an umbrella with

me.

Then take this um-

brella with you,

please.

Note : Ame is a noun for " rain," and furimasu is a verb for

rain. and are pronounced nowadays exactly in the same
way, but in the ordinary spelling . is used when it works as a
particle following nouns or pronouns in the objective case.
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(iii)

Will you please call

m a waiter

What do you want?

I want some water.

I shall bring it for

you, then.

Note : Literally goyoo-desiika means " have something to do

or " have business upon one's hand " {goyoo ga am).

:£

Have you a knife

with you?

Yes, I have.

Please lend it to me
for a short time.

I want to sharpen

my pencil.

Please, (use it.)

Sorry to trouble you,

but will you please
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take that book for

me

This one ?

Yes, that's it. Thank

you very much.

This record has been made by students actually born and

educated in fokyo.

Mr. Toshiro Takizawa Miss Kimi Yoshida

Mr. Toshio Sakai Miss Taka Kaneko

under the supervision of Prof. K. Jimbo.
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What IS your name

My name is Ichiroo

Tanaka.

Where is your native

place

My native place is in

Fukuoka.

33353 B

IV B

FUNDAMENTAL EXERCISE
IN CONVERSATION—

2
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Note Osshaimasuka is a po:

namae-wa nanto iimasttka is a sentence to be used by a superior

to an inferior. Tanaka is a family name and in Japanese it is

pronounced first. Okusan is a term of respect, and when a

husband speaks of his wife he should use kanai and not okusan.

Okosan means any one of " your children," " your sons," " your

daughters," etc. When the parents speak of their sons, etc.

they should use watashi-no kodomo and not watashi-no okosan

which is funny.

Is that person your

wife?

Yes, she is my wife.

Is that person your

little boy

No, he is not my
child.

ite form of iimasuka. Anata-no

(ii)

When did you come

here?

I came here a week

ago.

On what business

did you come?
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I came here for sight-

seeing.

Where are you going

from here

I am going to

Hakone.

Is that so? Where

are you going from

there

I shall go to Kama-

kura.

When will you come

back?

I expect that I shall

be back at the end

of this month.

Note : Irasshaimashilaka is a polite word of kimashiiaka, like

osshaimasuka to iimasuka.

Goyooji is a polite word for yooji. and is an honorific

prefix of nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs. O is of genuine

Japanese origin , while go is of Chinese origin and mostly used

with Chinese compounds.

Kongetsu-no sue means the end of tnis month. Kaeru tsumori

desu is somewhat different from kaerudeshoo which is equivalent

to " I shall be back."
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From this lesson we will use some Chinese characters.

The present Japanese language is composed of four

different elements : 1, Word of genuine Japanese

origin : 2 Chinese words (including Buddhist terms

other than Sanscrits) : 3, Word of foreign origin and

4 Word of mixed origin. You will gradually be taught

Chinese characters which are very commonly*used at

present.

nannicki " what day

shigatsu nijuugonichi " April 25th
"

nan-yoobi " what day of the week

nan or nani means " what

"

dqyoobi " Saturday

nanji " what time or " what o'clock
"

H " juuichiji nijuu'ippun twenty-one

minutes past eleven o'clock

niji two o'clock

Tanaka-san Mr. Tanaka

(iii)

What day is it today?

It is April 25th.

What day of the

week is it today?

It is Saturday.
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U ; What time is it now?

It is twenty-one min-

utes past eleven.

It is noon now. Are

you going any-

where in the after-

noon?

I am going to Mr.

Tanakas from two

o'clock.

Months

:

ichtgatsu January

nigatsu February

sangatsu March

shigatsu April

gogatsu May

rokugaisu June

shichtgatsu July

hachigatsu August

kugatsu September

juugatsu October

juuichigatsu November
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juunigatsu December

Days

ichijitsu the first day

hutsuka the second day

mikka the third day

yokka the fourth day
•

itsuka the fifth day

H muika the sixth day

nanoka the seventh day

yooka the eighth day

kokonoka the ninth day
1

iooka the tenth day

juuichinichi the eleventh day

juuninichi the twelfth day

juusannicnt the thirteenth day

juuyokka the fourteenth day

juugonichi the fifteenth day

juurokunichi the sixteenth day

juushichinichi the seventeenth day

juuhachinichi the eighteenth day

juukunichi the nineteenth day

hatsuka the twentieth day
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nijtiuichinichi the twenty-first day

Week Days

sanjuumcht the thirtieth day

ntchtyoobt

getsuyoobi

Rayoom

suiyoobi

mokuyoobi

kin-yobi

doyoobi

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

(iv)

)

H

What IS the cost of

postage in Japan

They charge one sen

five rin for a post-

card and three sen

for a letter.

Is it the same for

out-going mails
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No. hey charge six

sen lor a postcard

and ten sen for a

letter for out-

going.

Then give me ten six

sen postage stamps

and ten ten sen

ones.

Two yen, is it Then

here is your change

of forty sen.

issen one sen

nisen two sen

sansen three sen

yonsen four sen

E gosen five sen

rokusen six sen

nanasen seven sen

hassen eight sen

kyusen nine sen

jtssen ten sen

Note: This may as well be pronounced jusam.

#
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ntjtssen twenty sen

sanjtssen thirty sen

yonjtssen forty sen

m gojtssen fifty sen

rokujtssen sixty sen

nanajtssen seventy sen

hachtjissen eighty sen

kyujisst>n ninety sen

: ichiennijuusansen one yen and

twenty three sen' A® yonjuuhachiyen gojuuhassen

forty-eight yen and fifty-eight sen

hyaku-yen one hundred yen

one thousand yen

ten thousand yen

Hyakunanajuukyuyen-

gojuurokusen One hundred and seventy nine

yen and fifty-six sen.

sen-yen

ichiman-yen

Note . juu-issen. juu-nisen. juu-sansen.

- uu-yonsen. - juu-gosen. juu-rokusen. -
' juu-shichisen. juu-hassen. juu-kyuusen.

b
BL

1
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THE FIRST COURSE IN THE STUDY

OF THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE

V EASY CONVERSATION

i On Meeting a Friend (Men)

'

:^'
i

(Hallo) Mr. Honda

Hallo, Mr. Mizuno.

How are you?

How are you Where

are you going

I am going to my
uncle's.

Would you not like to

take tea with me
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Thank you, but I

must hurry to-

day.

Is it so ? Then, good-

bye.

Good-bye.

Note : Konnicht-wa is just like " How are you " or " Good

day," and is a word of greeting. Chotto has no special meaning

it means " just " or a " bit," etc. Kono tsugini is a word Japanese

people say very often meaning " Let us leave ths^t for another

time." Mata in the answer means " some other time."

f

J

Miss Oo-

)

Isn't it

kawa r

O, Miss Hatano. Isn't
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it quire a long

time since i saw

you last?

Yes, quite a long

time. For shop-

ping

No just to go to

my aunt's.

Is it so? Then see

you again.

Yes, again. Good-

bye.

Good-bye.

Note : San is extensively used as an honorific title both for

men and women, married or not, Shibaraku is quite a common
word Japanese people use, meaning " You are quite a stranger '

or " It is a long time since I saw you last,"

A Visit

r

)

Vis—Excuse me.

Servant:—Your name,

please.

Visitor:—I am Naka-

yama. Is the

tfiaster in?
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,

Servant.-Yes, he is.

Please wait a

minute.

Masfer ;-0h, welcome

Please come in.

Vis/tor
.-Excuse me.

:£

*

Master .-It's a long

time since I saw

you last.

y —Really, you
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b'

"

must forgive my
long absence.

Mast —Is everybody

well at home?

Visitor:—Yes, thanks.

They are all well.

How is your

family

M .—Thanks, all

are well. Here,

have a sip of

tea.

.Thank you.

Master.—How aboUt

another

Fteitor.—No, thank you.

I have had enough.

Visitor :-i must be go-

ing. Many thanks

for your courtesy.
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Aiflster .-Don't mention

it. Nothing at all.

It would be so

nice if you could

stay a little longer.

Visitor.-But I have

another call to

make, so will you

please excuse me

Master that SO?

Please come again.

vfcitor.—Many thanks,

indeed. Excuse

me.

Master.—Best r^ards

to everybody.
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Asking the way

:£

>

"

;r

A I Deg your par-

don. Which is the

way to the post-

office?

B : Just one block

further. If you go

straight down this

road, there is a

bank to the left.

A :—Yes.

B : When you reach

the bank and turn
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A

to the left, there

is a four ay cross-

ing. Then turn

to the right

A : Turn to the

right at the four-

way crossing

B : Yes, if you turn

to the right and

follow the road

straight down, you

will find the post-

office to the left.

A : Is that so

Thank you very

much.

B :—No. Not at all.
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V.

EASY CONVERSATION

i* Introduction

r

A Allow me to

introduce Mr. Ya-

mamoto. He has

just arrived from

Nagasaki.

B : Very pleased to

meet you. My
name is Yama-

moto.

C : I am Ooiiiura

Toyokichi. Very

glad to know you.

B : I arrived just

yesterday.

C : Do you intend

to stay here for a

while
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B I expect to re-

main here for

about a month.

C : Is that so You

are staying on

more or less for a

long time, aren't

you? Where are

you staying

B : At the Imperial

Hotel.

I A:—What can I do

for you
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B Show me a few

handkerchiefs.

A:—We have both

silk and linen.

Which do you

prefer

B : Well, show me
the linen ones.

A : Yes, sir. How
about these

B : How much do

these cost?

A :—Two yen per

piece.

B : Haven't you got

some a little

cheaper

A : If these will do,

it will cost you

one yen fifty a

piece.
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B:—I'll take this.

Please give me
three.

A : Thank you very

much.

B : Here is a ten

yen bill. Will you

please break it for

me?

A : Yes, certainly.

The total charge

comes up to four

yen fifty, therefore

you will receive a

change of five yen

fifty. Please ex-

amine it.

B : Quite correct.

A : Many hmks.

Please come again.
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iii. At the Restaurant

A What can you

make here?

B : Both Japanese

and foreign dishes.

A : How about sukt-

yaki

B :-Yes, we can

make it.

A:— Then I'll have

sukiyaki.

B :—What would you

like to drink

A : Let me see.

Bring me some

beer.

B:—Yes sir.

A :——Neesan, where

is the lavatory

B : This way, please.
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(HI show you the

way.)

A : Please hurry up

with the prepara-

tion.

B : Yes, sir.

iv. At the station

J

A ~At what time

does the next train

for Kyoto leave

B : Nine

five.

twenty-
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A Is it an express r

B : Yes, it is.

A: Then, please let

me have a ticket.

Second class.

B : Eleven yen forty-

six plus two yen

for express charge.

A : Have you any

berths available

B:—Yes, sir. Both

upper and lower.

A : Then let me
have one lower.

B : Four yen fifty,

please.

A : I suppose there

is a diner.

B : Yes, there is.

As the total cover-
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ing fare, express

charge and berth

is seventeen yen

ninety-six sen, your

change will be two

yen four sen.

A : Thank you.

V. At the

'
)

'

'

Hotel

A Have you any

rooms

B For two people

Yes, we have. This

room and this

room are vacant.

A :—I'll fix on this

room.

B : Thank you very

much. Please wait

a minute. I will

show you to the

room right away.
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A I suppose there

IS a European bath.

B : Yes, sir.

A: I would like to

eat right away.

B : We are ready

any time.

A : Then I will go

up to my room.

Please bring this

luggage along.

B : Yes, sir.

This record has been made by students actually born and

educated in Tokyo.

Mr. Toshiro Takizawa Miss Khni Yoshida

Mr. Toshio Sakai Miss Taka Kaneko

under the supervision of Prof. K. Jimbo.
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THE FIRST COURSE IN THE STUDY

OF THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE

Vl. CONVERSATION

s

£ A

.

J

^)

A Although Nip-

pon looks very

small on an atlas,

what is the total

area?

B : Six hundred

seventy-five thous-

and square km.

A :—As large as all

that? Then actual-

ly it is larger than

England or France.

B:—Yes, the coun-

try consists of the

main land, Hok-
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rJ A

kaido, Kyushu

Shikoku, Formosa,

Southern Sagha4

lien, Korea and

many other small

islands.

A :—What is the

population

B:— Approximately

ninety million.

A ••— Quite a large

number, oh Is

the largest city

Tokyo after all?

B Yes, it is. Tokyo-

has a popylation

of nearly five mil-

lion, and is the

third largest city

in the world.

A : What comes

next?.
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3 3 3 5 5 A

B Osaka. It has

a population of

about two million

four hundred fifty

thousand.

A : How far apart

are Tokyo and

Osaka

B : Approximately

nve hundred

seventy km,

A : Beside these,

what are the other

big cities

B : Kyoto with nine

hundred • fifty

thousand, Nagoya,

with nine hundred

thousand, Kobe,

with seven hun-

dred eighty thou-

sand, Yokohama

with six hundred
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twenty thousand.

These are called

the six largest

cities. In addition

to these, there are

thirty cities with

a population of

over one hundred

thousand.

A:—Ah, is that so?

In what districts

of Japan are com-

merce and indus-

try most active

B : Tokyo and dis-

tricts lying to the

west. Especially

are Nagoya, Osaka

and Northern Kyu-

shu most active.

A:—Are there any

large cities in

Kyushu
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B :—Yes, cities like

Fukuoka and Na-

gasaki.

A : Formosa is

located very much

to the south, isn't

it?

B : Yes, Formosa is

already in the

tropics.

A :—Then what is.

the distance be-

tween the northern-

most and the sou-

thern-most points

in Formosa?

B : It is over five

thousand km.

A : Quite a distance,

isn't it? By the

way. What famous

places should one

visit?
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B Well, near To-

kyo one should

visit Hakone, Ka-

makura and Nikko,

and also Kyoto,

Osaka, and Nara

should definitely

be included in the

itinerary. The

famous Fujisan

(Mt. Fuji) can be

seen from the

train going down

to Kyoto.

A : The steamer

arrives at Yoko-

hama, doesn't it?

B :—Yes, sir. ' If you

come from Amer-

ica, you will touch

Yokohama first,

however if you

are coming up
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from China, you

will touch Kobe

first. From China

you will be able

to enjoy the beauti-

ful scenery of the

Inland Sea (seto-

naikai) from the

steamer before

reaching Kobe.

A : I understand

that the scenic

beauty of Japan

is very attractive.

B : Yes, sir. Natural

beauty of the coun-

try and the large

number of natural

hot springs is Ja-

pan's outstanding

features. Especial

ly in spring when

the cherry trees

are in blossom

everywhere is ex-

tremely beautiful.
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NIKKO

A : I would like to

visit Nikko. How
shall I go?

B :—Oh, Nikko. You

can go from Tokyo

by either the Gov-

ernment train or

private electric

line.

A : Is it not pos-

sible to go by car?

B : Of course you

can go by car, but

it is more conve-

nient to take the

train.

A : From where

does the train

start?
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B :—From the Ueno

station.

A : How many

hours will the trip

take?

B : If you go by an

ordinary train, it

will take you three

hours twenty mi-

nutes, however if

you take an ex-

press the trip can

be made in two

hours ten minutes.

A : What is the

fare

B:—Three yen thir-

teen sen for third

class. As the

second class fare

is twice that of

the third, it will

cost you four yen

twenty-six sen.
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A I suppose this

is for one way

only?

B : Yes, sir.

A : Can one make

a day's trip from

Tokyo

B : If you leave

early in the morn-

ing, you can do

your sightseeing at

leisure.
-

A : Where would

you recommend

that I visit

B : Weil, first of all

I would suggest

the Nikko Shrine.

A :—What is the

Nikko Shrine

B : It is a shrine

built for the fa-

mous shoogun (war-
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nor) Tokugawa

leyasu. It was

built over three

hundred years ago,

and is a very

pretty sight.

A:—Is it very far

from the station

B : No, close by. If

you go by street

car or bus, it will

take you only five

or six minutes.

A:—Will it take a

considerable time

to inspect the

shrine

B : It usually takes

about two hours,

but if you hurry,

you can cover

everything in an

hour and a half.
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A From there,

where shall I go?

B : After leaving

the Nikko Shrine,

if you go on a

street car or bus

for twenty minu-

tes, you will arrive

at a place called

Umagaeshi. This

is the terminus of

ihe street car.

From there, after a

climb by motor

car over a steep

mountain road

covering a distance

of eight km., you

will arrive at Lake

Chuzenji. From

the summit of the

mountain you will



Lake Chuzenji
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see the Kegon

Waterfall at your

feet.

A : I understand

that the Kegon

Waterfall is quite

large.

B : Yes, it is ap-

proximately a hun-

dred feet in height

and is a grand

sight. An elevator

is available, so if

you take same to

the base of the fall,

the sight is even

grander.

A Lake Chuzenji

is very close to

the Fall isn't it ?

B :—Yes, it is. The

top of the water-

fall being Lake
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huzenji, it is a

walk of only nve

or six minutes.

, The lake is situat-

^ a thousand

three hundred me-

ters above sea

level and has a

circumference of

about twenty-

seven or eight km.

Near by are tall

mountains making

a pretty picture.

A : Are there no

other places to

visit

B : Yes, there are.

If you go a further

thirteen km. there

is a hotspring re-

sort called Yu-

moto. This is also
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a very pretty spot,

but usually people

return after seeing

Lake Chuzenji.

A : Is there a hotel

near Lake Chu-

zenji r

B : Yes, very many.

Foreign-style ho-

tels also. Owing

to the coolness in

summer, there are

many people who
make it into a re-

sort, and in winter

there are many
people who go

there to skii and

skate. The maples

in autumn are es-

pecially popular.

A : Thank you very

much. I have un-

derstood every-

thing very well.
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X CHARACTERS

pa pi pu pe po



MUMERARS XI

NUMERALS.

O —()
rei ichi

1

(zero) (one)

ni

2

(two)

san

3

(three)

A

shi go

4 5

(four) (five)

roku

6

(six)

shichi

7

(seven)

hachi ku

8 9

(eight) (nine)

()
JU hyaku sen man
10 100 1,000 10,000

(ten) (luindred) (thousand) (ten thousand)

Jt
oku cho

100,000,000 1000,000,000,000

(hundred million) (billion)
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